Undergraduate Awards & Scholarships for Fall 2013

• Howieson Opportunity Fund: Eder Davila Contreras and Rachel Sites
• Paul A. Kitos Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Biochemical Research: Brad Hutchinson
• Erma Reed Peterson Scholarship: Julio Ramirez
• Del and Carol Shankel Biomedical Scholarship: Ashley Farris, Sukhindervir Sandhu, and Eric Strick

BioScholars

The incoming BioScholars for Fall 2013-Spring 2014 were the following: Alex Arvanitakis, Emily Binshtok, Mohana Chakrabarti, Abigail Fields, Aadil Khan, and Sanjay Parashar.

Continuing BioScholars: Kate Ruoff, Kayla Sale, Shelby Webb, Julia Yang, Lauren Arney, Jennifer Kaberline, and Rachel Watson.

Undergraduate Awards & Scholarships for Spring 2013

• Lance S. Foster Outstanding Junior in Biology Award: Matthew Miller and Ryan Xiao
• Undergraduate Biology Program Outstanding Senior Award: Joseph Kellum
• Robert Tweed Hersh Memorial Scholarship Award in Human Biology: Cooper Nickel
• Howieson Opportunity Fund: Eder Davila Contreras, Abby Glauser, Holly Lafferty, Matthew Miller, Savannah Roemer, and Rachel Sites
• Ida H. Hyde Scholarship for Women in Science: Holly Lafferty and Rachel Sites

GTA Awards & Scholarships for 2013

• Robert H. Ammar Graduate Teaching Award (Microbiology): Angela Fowler
• Richard H. Himes Graduate Teaching Assistant Award: Mirna Perusina Lanfranca
• Kenneth B. Armitage Award for Excellence in Teaching, Principles of Biology Laboratory: Kawaljit Kaur
• Sally K. Frost Mason and Kenneth A. Mason Award for Excellence in Teaching Undergraduate Biology Core Laboratory: Carla Harper
• Michael S. Gaines Award for Excellence in Teaching, Principles of Biology Laboratory: Kyle Kemege
• E.L. & Mildred Pursell Wolf Scholarship: Andy Wolfe
• Ida H. Hyde Scholarship for Women in Science (Fall 2013): Ashley Klymiuk and Sally Chang